Visualization and detectability of elements rarely contained in soft tissue by X-ray scanning analytical microscopy and electron-probe micro analysis.
The detectability of elements rarely contained in soft tissue was compared using X-ray scanning analytical microscope (XSAM) and electron-probe micro analysis (EPMA). Mapping images of Ca, S and P in normal soft tissue of the rat and dissolved Ni in Ni implanted soft tissue could be obtained by XSAM and EPMA. EPMA was more sensitive in detection of P, while XSAM was superior for Ca, S and Ni mapping. The high detectability for heavier elements by XSAM was explained by the large volume of characteristic X-ray generation in XSAM and low attenuation of the characteristic X-rays from heavier elements. XSAM could provide clearer mapping images for heavier elements whose concentration was low without radiation damage to specimens.